Welcome to Project POMA!
The ultimate collaboration within Project POMA offers companies, organizations, and
governments the most advanced blockchain technology in the world.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION
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Project POMA will be the catalyst in bringing

governments working with Project
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POMA and the POMA blockchain

and people throughout the world by providing a
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decentralized platform for a better daily life through
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education, economic efﬁciency, job creation, social
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The POMA Blockchain
All projects under Project POMA’s umbrella utilize POMACOIN, a token from the POMA blockchain that is built
on NEO’s core code base.
Speciﬁcations:
Max POMACOIN supply: 5 billion
Max POMAGAS supply: 5 billion
Distribution supply for communities: 2.5 billion
Foundation reserve supply: 1.25 billion
Worldwide team and partners 6 year supply: 1.25 billion
Block generation rate: less than 15 seconds

*POMACOIN will initially be distributed as an ERC-20 token until the launch of the POMA blockchain mainnet,
which is currently in the testnet phase.
Contract Address: 0xdf4df8ee1bd1c9f01e60ee15e4c2f7643b690699

- PROJECTS : PROJECT POMA After more than ﬁve years of development and research, the founding team has developed a series of projects
that will be launched iteratively as soon as the POMA blockchain platform mainnet is operational.

Logistics

Turnkey Payment Gateways
E-commerce platforms, webshops, and websites can implement
the turnkey payment systems with just a few clicks.

Simplifying the transport industry with blockchain technology!
Value transports are fully tracked via the monitor platform.

Healthcare

Energy

Education

Freelancing

In conjunction with medical research centers and hospitals, we
develop medical devices that utilize blockchain technology as well
as a Private Healthcare Data Network on the POMA blockchain.

Energy consumption is minimized and a cost/revenue balance is
achieved through the use of our intelligent blockchain-based
systems.

The interactive business directory within pomapages.com allows
people, companies, and freelancers all over the world to truly adopt
cryptocurrency.

Partnering with universities around the globe, POMA Academy
offers real-world training experiences to people in all 195
countries.

Gaming

Local Governments

The POMA gaming platform features all the beneﬁts of POMA
blockchain capabilities, making it the ultimate web-based
application.

Our goal is to have job-training projects coordinated by local
governments around the world, creating a social innovation
ecosystem between our students and local governments.

- PiiS FOR BUSINESS : BLOCKCHAIN MADE SIMPLE We believe that using blockchain applications should be as easy as sending an email. The POMA
Intuitive Interface System (PiiS) enables every user to seamlessly interact with our block-chain based
business tools. End users, regardless of their technical knowledge, can easily and efﬁciently embrace all
beneﬁts blockchain has to offer.
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-How to Get Involved in Project POMAProject POMA strives to have a “blockchain for everyone”. Therefore, anyone who is willing to be involved in
Project POMA may sign up to become a team member. Experience is not required!
Join Link: https://projectpoma.com/join/

- PROJECT POMA WORLDWIDE CORE TEAM -

Helpful Links:
https://projectpoma.com
https://www.reddit.com/r/projectpoma
https://www.facebook.com/projectpoma/
CONTACT US
email : hello@projectpoma.com

https://twitter.com/projectpoma
https://t.me/POMACommunity

